INTRODUCTION
In an earlier paper (1) presented during the meeting of the Co reata Smoke Study Group in Rome in 1971, we studied the gas-vapour phase composition of the smoke as a function of the puff number. In this study we thought it would be interesting to investigate the gas-vapour components as well as the TPM** in a single puff, i. e. the evolution during the 2-second duration of a puff.
OBJECTIVES
During this work we studied the various thirds' composition of a single puff. The tests were carried out on the vd, 5th, 8th p·uffs, sometimes on the last one, too, of a Maryland cigarette as well as of an American blend cigarette. VVe established a comparison between the evolution of some of the various components of the gas-vapour phase and of the TPM weight in the thirds of the same puff. (Concerning the TPM, we also considered the last puff of the cigarette.)
METHODS
For practical reasons, only the following components were taken into consideration :
Acetaldehyde/ acetonitrile/ acrolein/ acetone/isoprene/ methyl ethyl ketone/benzene/ toluene.
All tested cigarettes were conditioned fo r one week at 21° C and 6o Ofo relative humidity and selected on a weight and pressure drop basis. The cigarettes were smoked on the smoking machine with a piston, RM 2o/CS, from Borgwaldt. The gasvapour phase was directly collected from the smoking machine into a Grab's syringe (2) and immediately injected into the gas chromatograph with a gas valve incorporating a calibrated tube of o .~ ml.
,;. Presented a t the CORESTA Smo ke Study Gro up mee tin g, held in
Copenhagen , D enmark , in September , 1975. ,; .,:. TPM : T otal particulat e matter = wet smoke co nd ensate.
Ch romatographic Analysis
Apparatus : Detector: Columns:
Temperatures:
Carrier gas :
Hewlett-Packard 7620 A FID SS 6' X 1 /s", Porapak Q 100-120 mesh Injector 215° C Detector 315° C Column 50!190° C progr. 6° /min He 30 ml/min
Principle of the Method
We studied the gas-vapour phase and the TPM in each following case :
-the first third of a puff, i. e. a volume of 11.7 ml puffed in 0.7 s-(for the 3rd, 5th and 8th puffs);
-the two first thirds of the same puff, i. e. 23.3 ml puffed in 1.3 s;
-the whole puff of 35 ml puffed in 2 s.
In order to study the evolution of various components of the gas-vapour phase, we measured the peak heights on the chromatogram. If H represents the peak height of the 'first two thirds (23.3 ml), and as we always inject 0.5 ml into the GC, then: If H ' represents the peak height of the whole puff, we have:
RESULTS
As the results obtained with both Maryland and American blend cigarettes are comparable, we only took into account the values with American blend cigarettes. Table 1 .
Evolution of Gas-Vapour Phase Components in the Various Thirds of One Puff
Evolution of gas-vapour phase components in the thirds of the 3rd puff (see also Fig. 1 Figure 1 . Evolution of the gas-vapour phase components in the thirds of the 3rd puff. 
Evolution of the TPM TNeight for Each Third of a Puff
The TPl'v1 yield is trapped on Cambridge filter pads. Sixteen cigarettes were smoked on to one filter pad. . 4 ).
Puff number 3rd
Puff thirds 1st 2nd 3rd 1st
TPM in mg per 16 cigarettes 9.4 9.9 11 .7 7.1
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the study:
1. The concentration of gas-vapour components in cigarette smoke increases from the beginning to the end of a single puff. This increase is already significant in the third puff taken on a cigarette. It is very pronounced in the eighth puff, where a very steep concentration increase Evolution of the gas-vapour phase components in the thirds of the last puff (Maryland tobacco). is observed between the first two and the last thirds of the puff.
2 . The .fact that the concentration of smoke components is not constant during the evolution of a puff, but significantly higher at the end of the puff duration, has a practical implication:
The current practice, which consists in drawing a smoke puff through the sample loop of a gas cluomatograph, inevitably introduces a systematic error because the smoke confined in the sample loop represents the very last fraction of the total puff volume, whose concentration in smoke components is generally higher than the average concentration in the total puff. Since the concentration increase from the beginning to the end of a puff does not follow a predictable pattern, analytical data produced by this procedure are not only systematically ~iased, but also highly erratic. A reliable puff-per-puff analysis must be based, therefore, on samplings of well mixed total puffs from which aliquot parts are injected into the gas chromatograph.
3· The evolution of the total particulate matter (TPM) during a puff does not follow the pattern observed for volatile smoke components. In general, the concentration of the TPM is approximate)y the same in all three puff thirds. When the puff is taken close to the butt end of the cigarette, however, the TPM concentration in the last third of the puff increases dramatic_ ally. No explanation is available yet for the difference between the evolution patterns of the gas-vapour phase components and the total particulate phase, and for the steep concentration increase of the TPM in the very last puff taken on the cigarette.
SUMMARY
The concentration of gas-vapour phase components of cigarette smoke increases almost throughout from the beginning to the end of each puff, as produced on a piston-actioned smoking machine. While this is not true for all substances examined in the 5th puff, it is obvious in the vd puff, and very pronounced in the 8th puff, where the increase in volatile components from the second to the last thirds of a single puff is important. This indicates without any doubt that the concentration in volatile components increases from the beginning to the end of a puff. This effect is increased as the smoking progresses towards the butt end of the cigarette. The yield of the crude smoke condensate is about the same in each third of a puff. In the last puff, however, the increase from the 2nd to the last puff third is very pronounced and is comparable to the increase in volatile smoke components from the beginning to the end of the puff. 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

RESUME
La concentration des composes de la phase gaz-vapeur de la fumee de cigarette augmente progressivement du debut jusqu'a la fin de chaque bouffee, produite sur une machine a fumer actionnee au piston. On note une augmentation remarquable des composes vola tiles du second au dernier tiers d'une seule bouffee: de fa<;:on notable clans la 3e bouffee, de fa<;:on tres prononcee clans la 8e bouffee; mais ceci n'est pas valable pour chacune des substances examinees clans la 5e bouffee. Ceci implique sans aucun doute que la concentration des composes volatiles augmente du debut a la fin d'une bouffee. Cet etat de choses se renforce au fur et a mesure que le processus de fumage se rapproche du megot de la cigarette. Le rendement en condensat de fumee brut est a peu pres le meme clans chaque tiers de bouffee. Par contre, clans la derniere bouffee 1' augmentation du second au dernier tiers est tres prononcee, et on peut la comparer a 1' augmentp.tion en composes vola tiles de la fumee du debut a la fin-de la bouffee.
